
MECH ANIMALS

Ike Moore – Texturing and Programming

Joe Moore – Modeling and Design



Concept

◦ We wanted to create a base arena to house animal 

themed mechs that can move around and perform attacks. 

We have the idea of eventually making a small game with 

the concept. We decided on making a rhino, a snake and a 

llama.



Challenges:
Exporting

◦ The biggest challenge that we constantly came across was 

exporting our models from Blender to Godot. It took a while 

to look for the right format, trying .dae, .fbx and so on. .gltf

turned out to be the most consistent, but sometimes we still 

came across errors we had no explanation for. Some of these 

problems were fixed in blender by changing settings and 

applying modifiers but some things we couldn’t figuredd out 

and just had to settle. Some examples include: The snakebot’s

treads(animation) and head, the arena torch and the entire 

llamabot minus its legs.



Challenges:
Time 
Management

◦ Another big challenge we had was managing our time. The 

consistencey in which we kept up on progress was very 

minimal and made finishing things that much more stressful. It 

got better near the end when we really organized things better 

and had more focused goals as we tended to spend too much 

time on details that got us way too sidetracked.



Results

◦ As our first big 3D project this in of itself was an 

achievment for us. We didn’t get maybe as much as we 

wanted but what we did make turned out as good as I 

imaginened and we are happy with it. We definetly 

struggled more than we should have in the process but we 

learned so much along the way.







Reflection

◦ While reflecting on this project we had a lot of regrets. We 
felt that our time management was very bad, so we’ve tried to 
think of ways to better organize our time around future 
projects. Speaking of future projects, this project made us very 
excited for the future. We underestimated the difficulty in 
some regards(some things were still hard of course) and we 
feel much more confident in making models and implementing 
them into a game. We’ve already started brainstorming smaller 
and more manageable projects to work on over the summer 
that we are very much looking forward to starting(some of 
which we may have already started). 

Overall despite our regrets, the project itself was a very 
insightful learning process not only on how we should 
approach things but more specifically how to approach making 
3D models and implementing them from start to finish. We 
have no doubt that even though it's not out best work, we will 
look fondly on where we started and what it taught us.


